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Orison Swett Marden is considered to be the founder of the modern success movement in
America. It is hard to deny this because Mardens first book, Pushing to the Front, was
published in 1894 and had a phenomenal circulation. Then in 1897 he founded Success
Magazine, which reached the enormous circulation of nearly a half-million. Marden was the
forerunner and inspiration to people like Napoleon Hill, Clement Stone and Dale Carnegie
who led to the more modern personalities like Anthony Robbins, Stephen Covey and Brian
tracy. In an effort to bring his thoughts back to life in todays world we decided to edit and
rewrite one of his most famous works Be Good To Yourself. We remained true to his original
work but updated the book to make it understandable to todays reader. We chose Be Good To
Yourself because this title was written right at the height of his career and it is targeted at the
successful business person as well as the average person. The book defines the traits which
prevent success and explores the thinking habits that often create our failures.
RECOMMENDED IN REVIEWS: This review is from: Be Good To Yourself - edited by
Ross Books (Hardcover) Old-fashioned Advice that is Still Relevant Today.....If you enjoy
books by Napoleon Hill and Clement Stone I think you will also enjoy Be Good to Yourself. It
is filled with wisdom learned from experience. ~ By Rebecca Johnson , The Rebecca Review
************** Core concepts are core for a reason...
they transcend time...... If youre into the habit of seeking out good personal development
books, Be Good To Yourself ... should rank up there with titles by other well-known writers of
that genre. - Review By Thomas Duff Duffbert (Portland, OR United States)
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